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A. NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
   1. Application #4147 - FALSE ALARM PREVENTION ................................................................. Approved
   2. Application #4148 - CHANGES TO NFPA 70, NEC 2011 ........................................................... Approved
   3. Application #4150 - ELECTRICAL WORKFORCE TRAINING & WC ......................................... Approved

B. ELITE CEU INC
   4. Application #4154 - FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS-FIXED WATER SPRAY (ONLINE) .................. Approved
   5. Application #153 - BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEMS AGENT TRAINING (ONLINE) ................................ DENIED
   6. Application #330 - FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS AGENT TRAINING (ONLINE) ................................... DENIED

C. CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATING INSTITUTE
   7. Application #4166 - 2008 NEC UPDATE-HOMESTUDY ............................................................. Approved
   8. Application #4169 - BIDDING FOR SUCCESS (ONLINE) ............................................................ Approved
   9. Application #4170 - FLORIDA CONSTRUCTION LAW (ONLINE) .............................................. Approved
  10. Application #4173 - THE ESTIMATE-WHERE COST CONTROL BEGINS (ONLINE) ......................... Approved
  11. Application #4174 - UNDERSTANDING WORKERS' COMPENSATION (ONLINE) ......................... Approved
  12. Application #4172 - MAKING JOB SITE SAFETY PROFITABLE (ONLINE) .................................... Approved
  13. Application #4167 - 2008 NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE UPDATE (ONLINE) ............................. Approved
  14. Application #4171 - FLORIDA ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR 7-HR CE CRS (ONLINE) .......................... Approved 3 Gen, 1 Adv, 1 BP, 1 WC, 1 Safety

D. KONING ENTERPRISES, INC DBA CONTRACTORS INSTITUTE
   15. Application #4165 - LEAD RENOVATION-9 HOURS  ............................................................. Approved 6 General, 1 Safety, 1 BP, NO Technical!

E. DITEK CORPORATION
   16. Application #4176 - SURGE PROTECTION FOR ELECTRONIC SECURITY(ONLINE) ..................... Approved

F. ELECTRICAL RESOURCES & DESIGN, LLC
   17. Application #4159 - FORMS, DOCUMENTS & TEMPLATES AS BUSINESS TOOLS ...................... Approved
   18. Application #4158 - LICENSING & AVOIDING VIOLATION OF LICENSING LAWS ....................... Approved
   19. Application #4156 - WORKSAFE SAFETY ............................................................................. Approved
   20. Application #4157 - WORKERS COMPENSATION ................................................................. Approved
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G. BUILDING TRADES EDUCATION SERVICES
  21. Application #4160 - 2007 FLORIDA FIRE PREVENTION CODE…Approved for 7 hrs Technical, 1 hr General, 1 BP, 2 FA, 1 WC, 1 Safety

H. BLUE TECH LLC D/B/A BLUEVOLT
  22. Application #4161 - NECA GROUNDING & BONDING................................................................. Approved
  23. Application #4163 - FIRE ALARMS 1 (ONLINE) ........................................................................... Approved

I. INFINITY LC DBA ON LINE CLASSES COM
  24. Application #4175 - NAVIGATING THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE (ONLINE)......................... Approved

J. PACEPDH.COM DBA OF MEDIA FACTORY, INC.
  25. Application #4179 - NEC 2008 ANALYSIS OF CHARGES, PART I (ONLINE) ….............................. Approved
  26. Application #4178 - NEC 2008 ANALYSIS OF CHANGES - PART 2 (ONLINE) ... ..................... Approved

I. MASTER ELECTRICIANS ASSOCIATION OF ALABAMA
  27. Application #4181 - SIGNIFICANT CHANGES TO THE NEC ......................................................... Approved